
Analysis of Voltage Amplitude Control Circuit 

This is analysis of the Voltage Amplitude Control circuit as presented in WO 92/078861.  This circuit 

diagram is at the end of this analysis. It appears this circuit and others in the work order have been 

placed on the Voltage Intensifier Card (VIC) as the Gain, OFF Set Pots, Var OFF 12V switch and fuse all 

are on its front panel.  For the purpose of this analysis I will be treating it as a standalone circuit. 

 

This circuit provide the last stages of power amplification on the analog signal before sending it to one 

side of the primary coil. 

Inputs 

1. Analog Voltage signal (J) from the Analog Voltage Generator 

2. 12 V battery Supply through a 5 Amp Slow-blow Fuse 

3. Analog Voltage Switch on Front Panel 

4. OFF SET 50K Locking Pot on front Panel 

5. GAIN 50K Locking Pot on Front Panel 

6. Ground 

 

Outputs 

1. 5 VDC (VDD) 

2. Analog Voltage to Test Signal BNC Connector on Front Panel 

3. Analog Voltage Signal to one side of Primary Coil 

4. Possible output (Source of VEE) not shown on circuit 

Circuit Analysis 

Starting with chip A22 this is a 7805 which is a 5V regular and sets VDD to 5VDC.  This is wired in the 

standard configuration for this chip. VDD is used on the circuit and is listed as an output. 

Input (J) is the analog signal from the Analog Voltage Generator and passes through A25, A24 and A23 

which are all 741 op amps.  

A25 and A3 are configured as voltage followers, which are normally used to isolate and/or provide 

stable input to other states of a circuit.  The voltage rails for these 2 chips are not show but are assumed 

to be VCC. 

A24 is used in a different configuration.  This is the same configuration that appears on the Analog 

Voltage Generator which controlled the range of the accelerator signal of input (J) here is does a similar 

function. In this case the rail voltage is shown an as VCC (assumed to be 12 VDC as that is how it was 

listed on the Analog Voltage Generator circuit diagram).   



The P4 50K Locking Pot on the front panel is used to set an OFF-SET voltage on the analog signal.  

Ronnie Walker is his threads talks about setting a minimum voltage on the analog signal that is 

always present (means charging pulse does not drop to zero but continues at level set).  He 

pointed to this configuration of the 741 as doing this function. This should be 54 in figure below 

from Memo WFC 420. 

 

The P3 50K Locking Pot on the front panel is to set the GAIN (upper limit) out of the 741.  Ronnie 

Walker said these two settings are determined in the calibration phase then locked. 

 

Q5 and Q4 are the last two amplifiers in the circuit and the connect through the Analog Voltage switch 

on the front panel to the Primary Coil TX1. 

Q5 is TIP120 is a Medium Power NPN Darlington Transistor and feeds Q4. 

Q4 is a 2n3005 is a Higher Power NPN Transistor and its output feeds Primary Coil. 

A Darlington pair is two transistors that act as a single transistor but with a much 

higher current gain. This mean that a tiny amount of current from a sensor, micro-

controller or similar can be used to drive a larger load. (from Googles People also ask). 

 

  



 

 

Test procedure and test results 

Plan is to test card left to right as that is the way signal flows through the circuit.  While the normal input 

M comes from the Digital Means Card, I do not have that card so instead I will be using the Variable 



Frequency Generator card that I built as my signal source.  I will be also using the Analog Voltage (K8) 

Generator that I also build and tested as this card provides the input to this Voltage Amplitude Control 

(K9) circuit being tested.  I will be using a 50 Hz signal for most of the tests as this is the strongest signal 

out of the Analog Voltage Generator.   

Test step Configuration: 

 5VDC (VDD in circuit) will be provided from a 9 VDC switching power supply.  I am using a LIM317 board 

to convert it to 5 VDC.  This circuit is on its’ own small board mounted next to Frequency Generator and 

provides VDD for all the cards.  NOTE:  I did not build the 5 VDC regulator in the Voltage Amplitude 

Control Circuit as its function is well known and I want a stable 5-volt signal that was not from card 

under test.  

12VDC (VCC in circuit) will be provided from a 12-volt switching power supply as I had a couple from old 

computer equipment. 

RIGOL DS1052E – Duel Channel Digital Oscilloscope will be used to capture the wave train.  Screen shots 

of signals at various locations through the circuit will included in test results.  Scope’s computer 

interface will be used to capture screen shots as will the clip-it function in window to get information 

into this document. 

Variable Frequency Generator (Board K2) hard wired (left board in picture below)– Testing will be 

conducted using one of the frequency selector switches to select frequency.  The main frequency on the 

K2 is set to 5KHz so using switches you can select 5KHz, 500Hz, 50Hz or 5Hz.  For testing this circuit, I will 

mainly be using 50Hz output. 

Analog Voltage Generator (Board K8 middle card in picture below) - The card will be set in the Run 

(Accelerator) Mode. The Accelerator Controls will be set to max high and lowest limits for most of the 

initial test.  If these values are changed it will be noted in testing where it occurs. 

Initial testing will be done with no output connection to board K9 output during this testing though I will 

look at signal at this point.  I will not be looking at the VDD as that part of circuit was not built at this 

point.  I will also not directly look at output of BNC test connector as it also was not built.  However, the 

O-scope will be used to look at the signal that would be on this connector. 

Note: Initial testing of K9 will be done using plug-in bread board version (right board in first picture 

below and single picture below it).  Testing will be repeated using hardwired version and any different 

will be reported. 

 Boards used in tests 



 

Board under test

 

Test Procedure 

Verify that both the Variable Frequency Generator (K2) and Analog Voltage Generator (K8) are working 

and the desired output of K8 is available to support testing of Voltage Amplitude Control Card (K9). 

Note: For remainder of testing I will be calling these card Freq Gen or K2, Volt Gen or K8 and 

Volt Control or K9. 



I will be capturing O-scope screen shots throughout the testing.  

Channel 1 (CH1) yellow trace will be connected to input source of K8 

Channel 3 (CH2) blue trace will be signal being looked at 

Setting at bottom of scope will show scale of each signals. I will try to note changes to scope 

setting if any are made. 

Scope shots are from the computer interface to scope and were captured using screen capture 

function built into Window 10 and/or Microsoft Office suite.  

O-scope Capture Screen Capture of Output of K2 after K2 and K8 boards were configured to support 

testing. 

K2 output set to be 50Hz on channel 1 yellow trace 

K8 output set to be near lowest OFF SET output of idle OFF SET.  This signal has a 2-volt OFF SET 

from zero.  This is the lowest value that can be output by the 741 IC in the last stage of the card. 

(Note: For the 741 the upper and lower limit is set by control voltage, call rails, supplied to chip 

in this circuit that is 0-volts and 12-volts dc and there is a 2-volt OFF SET from these values that 

is operating range of chip. Anything lower or higher causes the wave train to be clipped. For 

more detail on this see the Analysis and Test Result for the K8 card) 

 

Note:  I attempted to connect CH1 to K8 output so I could show signal shape change as I moved 

through circuit.  Finally got it to work after a lot of small changes but as soon as I changed 

something, I lost trigger on CH1 and frequency reference, so I decide to leave CH1 on input to K2 

for this testing. 

Capture signal after 470K resister on input to A25 (first 741) 

 Appears to be no change in signal 



 

Capture signal output for A25 (on pin 6) before 10K resistor 

Appears to be no change (Expected from 741 in voltage following mode) 

 

Capture signal after 10K resistor on input to A24 (Second 741) 

Appears to be no change. 

 



 

Check input to Pin 3 from OFF SET Pot (will be DC bias) not a pulse train.  So CH2 will be voltage level for 

this series of screen shots. 

With Lowest setting on pot line close to zero 

Note: CH2 was set to 5V/Div. for this test 

 

With Highest setting on the pot 

Note: Blue line now at 12VDC this is to be expected as the rail voltage is set to VCC which is 

12VDC 



 

With pot set to provide a 3-volt OFF SET to show a more likely setting 

Note: Will leave this setting for first set of screen shots of A24 output. 

 

Tried to capture signal on Pin 6 output of A24 and signal really drop. 

Turned out to be 2 things: 

1. A lose connection on bread board one of the problems using the plug-in board and one I 

am using I have just jumpers or devices with pins to large.  Initial results I had almost no 

signal at 50 Hz and to input of next stage.  Thought I would need to use 5Hz signal as it 

has a larger PTP voltage. 

2. Gain Pot did not seem to work loose connection. Then was set to low setting so signal 

had small PTP did not expect this.  See screen shots below on gain settings. 

 

Capture Signal on A24 Output at Pin 6 

CH1 Yellow No Changes  

CH2 Blue is back to close to last screen setting but OFF SET maybe different as I played with 

settings on both K8 and K9 trying to increase PTP.  Like a lot of things in Stan’s system they 

interact as some level.   



 

Capture raising OFF SET by turning OFF SET Pot 

OFF SET is now 4-volts instead of 2-volts 

Signal PTP is the difference on capture is effect of when screen shot taken 

 

Capture effect of lowering Gain using Gain Pot 

Notice PTP voltage is now 800mV instead of 1.2V 

Note: You can make same change using Accel Pot on K8 but range is smaller.  This was one of 

the things I changed when trying to raise input signal.   



 

Show Gain Pot at lowest setting 

PTP now 320mV 

 

Show wave at 560mV 

I expanded the horizontal range on scope beside changing pot 

Notice at this setting looks less like sawtooth wave and more like sine wave 



 

Capture HIGH setting of Gain Control POT 

PTP Voltage now 1.2v 

But notice the Total OFF SET is also greater PTP and OFF SET but change when you change Gain 

Pot in the same direction just more noticeable here 

Also, it looks higher here than in first screen in this series because OFF SET Pot is set 2 volts 

higher was 2 volts in first screen capture and it is 4 volts here, I just check.  Signal also look 

bigger as Horizontal width is wider here. 

 

Trouble Shooting Test note: 

At this point the signal dropped back into noise level. I am not sure what happened I think I 

bump a wire changing test probe but not sure.  I tried resetting several of the jumpers with no 

luck.  Decided to switch everything to a newer lightly used plug-in board.  Remounted 

everything and mounted pots and on off switch on panel to keep them from moving around 

when I changed setting, which was also moving the leads where they plugged into board. 

Back to testing things worked until I got to A24 where I had the problem originally.  I tried new 

741 chips no change.  If you connect power, you can see signal slowly rise as you turn power 



back on.  Also, if you change OFF SET Pot you need to do it slowly and wait for capacitor to 

charge or discharge and setting is very touchy.  I did check capacitor to see it was working.  

Recheck resistor values and both pots rechecked connections. I could get a signal out of A24 on 

pin 6 but PTP was only 180mV.  While I had checked capacitor, I had not tried a new one so was 

going to do that.  Forgot I had taken it out of circuit and plugged board back in got a 1v PTP 

signal that I could change gain on.  So, circuit works without capacitor. When I went and got a 

new one and put it in breadboard the signal dropped to 120 mV again. 

I think what happen, I had a signal on old bread board after I had bumped capacitor and it was 

out of the circuit. When I started building these boards, I purchase a box of capacitors of various 

size it was cheaper that buying just the ones I needed.  As I had them, I decide to try different 

one to see what they would do.  I started with 47uF 25V as I had a 47uF 16V in originally, there 

was basically no change.  I then tried a 4.7uF 50V and still did not see a change (more on that).  

Then went to .47uF 50V and saw a huge difference as I got a 10V PTP.  Level control had an 

effect but only if you got it below 2-volts then signal disappeared.  Gain control varied the pulse 

width but not height and signal was not in sync with frequency.  At that point I wanted to see 

effect of different values and turn off board put in next larger cap and turned it back on.  With 

each change pulse width kept getting larger with each step up.  At some point I need to readjust 

output of Variable Frequency Generator Gain settings as lower level needed to be increased.  

PTP stayed at 10-volts.  Some where between 22uF 25V and 33uF 16V the pulse got so large I 

could not get it on the scope screen, and I got the 180mv signal again.  I think what I am see is 

the noise on bottom or top of the very slow pulse. As the pulse size grew it became more out of 

sync with input wave train. 

Given these results, I am going to leave the capacitor out of the circuit as I have a 1-volt PTP 

sawtooth wave without it that I can control and both OFF SET and GAIN pots work.  NOTE: I built 

this same function on the Analog Voltage Generator card and this capacitor is marked N/A in 

that circuit. 

Capture Signal as it leaves A23 pin 6 of 741 (Also input to base of Q5) 

Scope setting where change a lot during above trouble shooting so setting now are 

CH1 Yellow 50 Hz signal into K8 scale set to 5v/div.  Trigger set to falling edge. 

Ch2 Blue output of Pin 6 with a period of 20ms scale set to 1v/div 

OFF SET pot is set just above 2-volts (any lower and clipping starts, and signal quickly disappears) 

Gain is set to Max  

Note.  The output wave train is in sync with input frequency 



 

Capture gain set to mid-range 

Both lower and lower ranges change 

 

Capture gain set to lowest value 

Wave is reduced further and looks more like a sine wave 



 

Capture raised OFF SET to show pot works without capacitor in circuit 

Pot was turned to set bottom of wave to a little over 5 volts 

 

Added TIP120 to circuit as it had not arrived yet for earlier testing 

O-Scope settings had been changed to test another card while I was waiting for TIP120, so it was 

reset to following: 

CH1 Yellow- 50Hz at input to Analog Voltage Generator, 5V/Div 

CH2 Blue – Input to Q5 (TIP120) output of A23 2V/Div 

OFF SET was reset to be just above 2-volts anything less and signal flat lines 

Grain was set to max  



 

Capture output of Q5 with Grain set to max  

CH1 Yellow- 50Hz at input to Analog Voltage Generator, 5V/Div 

CH2 Blue – Input to Q5 (TIP120) output of A23 2V/Div  

Appears to be no change in signal 

 

Capture output of Q5 with Gain set to min 

CH1 Yellow- 50Hz at input to Analog Voltage Generator, 5V/Div 

CH2 Blue – Input to Q5 (TIP120) output of A23 2V/Div  



 

Capture output of Q5 with Gain set a little above min to show smoother wave 

CH1 Yellow- 50Hz at input to Analog Voltage Generator, 5V/Div 

CH2 Blue – Input to Q5 (TIP120) output of A23 1V/Div  

Note: CH2 changed to 1V/Div to show expanded wave 

Capture output of Q5 with Gain set to max and OFF SET just below 10-volts 

CH1 Yellow- 50Hz at input to Analog Voltage Generator, 5V/Div 

CH2 Blue – Input to Q5 (TIP120) output of A23 2V/Div  

If OFF SET moves wave above 10-volts the wave starts to get clipped 

As in early tests, the OFF SET does not change shape of wave train unless it gets close to the 741 

rails limits 

 

Capture output of Q4 with a 10-ohm load. (Note: This is listed resistance of the primary coil) 

CH1 Yellow- 50Hz at input to Analog Voltage Generator, 5V/Div 



CH2 Blue – Input to Q5 (TIP120) output of A23 1V/Div  

Normal I would do output of Q4 which I don’t have yet. Test here because I wanted to see what 

it would do the output signal. 

Note: OFF SET drops to a little of over 1-volt. 

Note: Do not leave load hooked up without heat sinks on Q5 and Q4 as they get very hot fast. 

 

 

Note:  At this point still have not yet received the Q4 (2n3005) so will discontinue testing for now.  I am 

assuming that it will have the same impact on signal as Q5 but will provide the capability to handle 

larger loads.  

I was going to do one more set of tests as there is some speculation that the source of VEE is the output 

of A23, but I realized I had already done that above as the Output of A23, Input Q5 and VEE source are 

all the same value.  This means if this is the source of VEE it would vary with OFF SET and Gain.  Will 

need to look at use of VEE in other circuits to see it this makes sense.  I do know in K3 VEE is used to 

light an LED but not sure about other uses. 

One final test Note:  I was using a 9v switching power supply to provide power to LIM317 set to 

generate 5VDC.  I notice after capturing the last screen shot that the on K2 the LED was no longer 

pulsing.  I checked output of LIM317 and was getting only .45-volts.  Turns out the limit of the 9v power 

brick was only 350mA and when I did the load test it damaged the power brick.  It was good enough to 

handle three circuits without a final load.  I did hook up a 12V -1A supply to LIM317 and it put out 5VDC 

again.   

Test Conclusions and Results 

Given that the primary goal of the testing was determine what the circuit did to the input signal testing 

was a big success.  The screen shots in the testing above show what happens to the signal as it passes 

through the circuit.   It also shows the effect on the wave train of changing the setting on Pots on the 

front panel. 



1. Testing also uncovered a problem with the circuit as drawn, at least, for a signal that was 

created in Analog Voltage Generator circuit.  The capacitor in the Gain loop of A24 kills the 

signal.  The K8 circuit pulls the input signal to a very low level and starts blocking signals 

somewhere between 50Hz and 500 Hz (did not test to find break point just know5 Hz and 50 Hz 

works, and 500 Hz doesn’t). Now when the 50Hz signal hits the capacitor slows the pulse down 

so much it is useable.  Removing the capacitor allows the circuit to work as described in WO 

92/078861 and the Gain and OFF SET controls work as expected. 

NOTE:  The same Gain and OFF SET circuit appears in the K8 circuit and the capacitor is 

marked as N/A.  As the signal drop in K8 appears to a result of the design I am going to 

assume K8 is providing a signal in desired range. 

Testing showed that if you change the capacitor to smaller values you can get a pulse 

train but is no longer in sync with the input. 

2. The low-level input signal from K8 looks like a ruff sign wave but looks more like a sawtooth 

wave in this circuit (K9) especially at max gain.   If you set the gain level lower you can make it 

look like a ruff sine wave again.  Not sure if one form is more desirable than other just that this 

is what happens. 

3. I did a quick test on output of A23 to see if it could be source of VEE signal as one of the circuit 

traces of the whole system suggested that it was.  If it is, then it is not a flat voltage level as it 

has the wave train in it and voltage level changes with both Gain and OFF SET adjustments.  I do 

not know enough about the use of VEE to state if this OK or not.  

4. I did almost all the testing with no load on final output as I do not have a good load source.  I did 

do one quick test with 10-ohm resistor as the load just to see what would happen to signal.  

Results are shown above in screen shots. Now this was without Q4 the big amplifier that located 

close to primary coil but with Q5 (TIP120) drive load. There was no change in signal, but OFF SET 

dropped and Q4 got hot fast.  I also believe current draw in circuit went up as the 9-volt DC 

switching power supply I was using to supply 5 volts stopped working correctly (output now 15 

VDC and output of on board 5-volt regulator was less than .5volts.) I do not consider this to be 

bad new as it means amplifier are doing their job power brick just under size for use when 

circuits have a real load on them. 

Note:  I used a 10-ohm resistor on purpose as that should be the resistance of the 

primary coil.  That information is from this thread. 

Re: Stans VIC finally reverse engineered and ready to build. 

 
5. One final reminder.  I did not use any outside signal source in this testing.  Signal started in K2 as 

50 HZ pulse train, it passed directly to K8 where it was converted into a ruff sine wave that is in 

sync with the 50 Hz pulse train, and that signal directly fed K9 which sets a voltage OFF SET and 

Gain on the sawtooth wave or at lower gain on ruff sine wave.  The output goes directly to one 

side of the primary coil.  I choose the 50 Hz pulse train as it worked all the way through.  I 

started with 555 on K2 set to 5KHz as that was recommend in thread I reference above, as the 

likely operation frequencies for the carrier.   The 50Hz signal is then directly available as one of 

the K2 switch settings.  Note:  I did try 500Hz selections first but could not get it through K8 (see 

K8 testing). 

http://open-source-energy.org/?topic=2581.msg35080#msg35080


6. This completes the Analog Voltage path with exception of the Digital Means card.  I believe that 

card does to signal is increases or decreases the pulse width. Clock signal still starts on K2, so 

frequency stays the same.  When in running mode the Gated Pulse Frequency Generator (K3) 

also gets in frequency from Digital Means Card on same output as analog signal so both stay in 

sync. 

 
 


